Interactive Read-Alouds and Shared Reading

Foster the love of reading and make learning meaningful.
Guided Reading
Reinforce skills and individualize assessment

Independent Reading
Help students build relationships with books while practicing and applying strategies

Fiction and nonfiction leveled readers

Trade Books

TIME for Kids Magazines

Database

Anthology Literature

The Night of San Juan

The Dragon’s Dinner

Trees Help

Hans and Greta

Survival in the Sahara Desert

A Walk in the Desert

Treasures

Reinforce skills and individualize assessment
Writer’s Workshop
Develop and refine writing skills

Mini-lessons and independent writing

Shared and guided writing
Open to receive your Balanced Literacy Bookmark with Instructional Routine!

Balanced Literacy – AND – Macmillan/McGraw-Hill… Discover the Treasures within!

Macmillan/McGraw-Hill
Glencoe

Building Brighter Futures